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TOP SEEDS OPEN STRONG
IN ALL DIVISIONS
As action got under way in
earnest at WUCC 2022, pretournament favorites in all three
divisions largely rose to meet
expectations. In fact, pool top seeds
went a combined 45-3 in the first
day of play at the Lebanon Sports
Complex, showing the strength on
offer at the tournament’s top end.
That’s not to say there were no
surprises. In the women’s division,
two-time defending champions
Seattle Riot lost their first game at
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WUCC since 2010 with a shocking
15-3 score line against rampant
Melbourne Ellipsis. It was not
all good news for the Australian
city, as Baja Ultimate became
the first Mexican open team to
ever win a pool play game at the
World Championships, knocking
off Melbourne Juggernaut. In
mixed, bottom seed Meclao from
the Dominican Republic (though
buttressed by some American
pickups), started their tournament
2-0 and have a chance to end the
day with a bracket spot secured.
With pool play wrapping up on
Monday for Open and Women’s –
Mixed will have one more round
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on Tuesday – we’ll see if more
surprises are in store. Either way,
expect more fireworks throughout
the day as the world’s best club
teams continue to jockey for
positioning ahead of bracket play.

today’s weather

82°F 28°C
64°F 18°C
Precipitation: 23%
Humidity: 68%
Wind: 9 MPH
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MEET THE PLAYERS
BRICE NEMOZ, CAPTAIN, GRENOBLE MONKEYS (FRA, Mixed)
How did your team prepare for the tournament?
“We worked with a sport psychologist. We lost to Njord (DEN) at Windmill
and we wanted to get that win back. At Bologna Invite, we found how
strong the sidelines could be. We focused on that because it wasn’t
natural for us. We finished 9th out of 12th at the French Championships
and now here we are getting a win at the World Championships.”

GAMES TO WATCH
MIXED DIVISION
Red Flag (CAN) vs SMOG 1
(GBR) - Field 24, 11:00
A top-of-the-pool battle
between a pair of rising
world powerhouses.
WOMEN’S DIVISION
HUCK (JPN) vs Seagulls
(GER) - Field 8, 17:00
Feisty squads from Japan
and German square off,
likely with a power pool
spot on the line.
OPEN DIVISION
Mooncatchers (BEL) vs
Tcahc (FRA) - Field 25,
17:00
Two European teams who
had opposite fortunes on
Monday fight to emerge
from the brutal Pool E.
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Winnipeg Fusion’s Joely Valencerina held up a simple message
for her team that is a good reminder for all competitors heading
into the second day of play:

“BELIEVE”
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